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The Idea Factory
Untie the string and unwrap the brown paper to
reveal . . . Journal 3 Limited Edition! This 288-page
book contains all of the content of the regular edition,
plus all-new top-secret black light pages on real
parchment; a cover with leather texture and shiny
metallic pieces; a magnifying glass; a tassel
bookmark; and removable photos and notes. This
$150 limited edition, with only a total of one thousand
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numbered copies, will also include a signed note from
the creator of Gravity Falls and co-writer of Journal 3,
Alex Hirsch himself.

Shifting Shadows
Shapeshifter Mercy Thompson has friends in high
places—and in low, dark, scary ones. And in this musthave collection of short stories, you’ll meet new faces
and catch up with old acquaintances—in all their
forms Includes the new stories “Silver” “Roses in
Winter” “Redemption” “Hollow” …and reader
favorites “Fairy Gifts” “Gray” “Seeing Eye” “Alpha and
Omega” “The Star of David” “In Red, with Pearls”
“One of the best urban fantasy anthologies I’ve ever
read.”—The BiblioSanctum

The Ask and the Answer
“Both the knowledge of a scholar and the imagination
of a poet are brought to bear upon Jesus as child, boy,
and man. . . . A bold speculative adventure.” (Harold
Brighouse, Manchester Guardian) In Graves’s unique
retelling, Jesus is very much a mortal and the
grandson of King Herod the Great. When his father
runs afoul of the King’s temper and is executed, Jesus
is raised in the house of Joseph the Carpenter. The
kingdom he is heir to, in this version of the story, is
very much a terrestrial one: the Kingdom of Judea.
Graves tells of Jesus’s rise as a philosopher, scriptural
scholar, and charismatic speaker in sharp detail, as
well as his arrest and downfall as a victim of pitiless
Roman politics. Bringing together his unparalleled
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narrative skill and in-depth expertise in historical
scholarship, renowned classicist and historical
novelist Robert Graves brings the story of Jesus Christ
to life in a strikingly unorthodox way, making this one
of the most hotly contested novels Graves ever
wrote—and possibly one of the most controversial
ever written. It provides a fascinating new twist to a
well-known story, one that fans of this historical
period are sure to love. “This is not reading for the
easily shocked; it definitely presents Jesus as a sage
and a poet, if not divine. It moves, as does all Mr.
Graves’ writing, at a brilliant fast pace, and with a
tremendous style.” —Kirkus Reviews

Large Print Cryptograms
What do such celebrities as actor Dustin Hoffman,
radio host Garrison Keillor, former Vice President Dan
Quayle, and writer Ayn Rand have in common?
They're all quoted in cryptograms! Each celebrity's
words appear on his or her birthday, and there's a
quotation for every day of the year. There are two
other sections to help "clue" you into the puzzles.
Once you've unraveled the mystery, you'll know
director Cecile B. De Mille's thoughts on filmmaking;
Michael Jordan's feelings about hard work; attorney
Clarence Darrow's view of the presidency; food writer
James Beard's sly comments on cannibalism; Harry
Truman's distinction between recession and
depression; David Byrne's and Bono's opinions on
music; and Marilyn Monroe's downbeat description of
Hollywood. Every cryptogram has a different code, of
course, so you'll have to tackle each one separately!
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The Luxe
300 secret scrambled codes for you to break, each
one a quotation from a philosopher like Sigmund
Freud, Benjamin Franklin, Henry David Thoreau, JeanPaul Sartre, and 26 more! Tips will get you started.
Bonus: Spectacular portraits of the philosophers. 128
pages, 30 b/w illus., 5 1/4 x 8 1/4.

Play Cryptograms
A special 20th anniversary edition of the beloved
international bestseller that changed millions of lives
Maybe it was a grandparent, or a teacher, or a
colleague. Someone older, patient and wise, who
understood you when you were young and searching,
helped you see the world as a more profound place,
gave you sound advice to help you make your way
through it. For Mitch Albom, that person was Morrie
Schwartz, his college professor from nearly twenty
years ago. Maybe, like Mitch, you lost track of this
mentor as you made your way, and the insights
faded, and the world seemed colder. Wouldn't you
like to see that person again, ask the bigger questions
that still haunt you, receive wisdom for your busy life
today the way you once did when you were younger?
Mitch Albom had that second chance. He reconnected
with Morrie in the last months of the older man's life.
Knowing he was dying, Morrie visited with Mitch in his
study every Tuesday, just as they used to back in
college. Their rekindled relationship turned into one
final "class:" lessons in how to live. Tuesdays with
Morrie is a magical chronicle of their time together,
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through which Mitch shares Morrie's lasting gift with
the world.

Large Print Cryptograms #3
This cryptograms puzzle book with 3 Hint Sections will
entertain and challenge your brain with 300
cryptoquote puzzles for you to decipher notable
quotes from well-known people of modern times.
Spacing has been expanded between letters as well
as between lines to enhance your decoding
experience: Easy-to-read 14-point font with extra
spacing between letters. Double-spaced lines within
each puzzle. Divider line between puzzles. Three
cryptogram puzzles per 7x10-inch page allows extra
spacing around puzzles. Only simple substitution
ciphers are used, meaning each letter of any coded
message cryptogram has been encrypted with
another letter. There are 3 Hints per cryptoquote
puzzle divided on separate pages in front so you
won't see but one letter clue at a time. If you get
stuck, try using just one at a time for that may be all
you need to start cracking the cryptogram. Solutions
for the cryptograms are in two different sections in
the back: a section for Odd-Numbered Puzzles, a
section for Even-Numbered Puzzles. This way the next
sequential numbered puzzle would not be seen
accidentally to spoil the decoding fun.

Cryptograms to Keep You Sharp
The Luxe is the first book in the New York Times
bestselling Luxe series by Anna Godbersen. In a world
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of luxury and deception, where appearance matters
above everything and breaking the social code means
running the risk of being ostracized forever, five
teenagers lead dangerously scandalous lives. This
thrilling trip to the age of innocence is anything but
innocent. Pretty girls in pretty dresses, partying until
dawn. Irresistible boys with mischievous smiles and
dangerous intentions. White lies, dark secrets, and
scandalous hook-ups. This is Manhattan, 1899.
Beautiful sisters Elizabeth and Diana Holland rule
Manhattan's social scene. Or so it appears. When the
girls discover their status among New York City's elite
is far from secure, suddenly everyone—from the
backstabbing socialite Penelope Hayes to the
debonair bachelor Henry Schoonmaker to the spiteful
maid Lina Broud—threatens Elizabeth's and Diana's
golden future. With the fate of the Hollands resting on
her shoulders, Elizabeth must choose between family
duty and true love. But when her carriage overturns
near the East River, the girl whose glittering life lit up
the city's gossip pages is swallowed by the rough
current. As all of New York grieves, some begin to
wonder whether life at the top proved too much for
this ethereal beauty, or if, perhaps, someone wanted
to see Manhattan's most celebrated daughter
disappear “Mystery, romance, jealous, betrayal,
humor, and gorgeous, historically accurate details. I
couldn’t put The Luxe down!” —Cecily von Ziegesar,
author of the #1 New York Times bestselling Gossip
Girl series

Cryptogram Puzzle Book
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High school sophomore Nora has always been very
cautious in her relationships, but when Patch, who has
a dark side she can sense, enrolls at her school, she is
mysteriously and strongly drawn to him, despite
warnings from her best friend, the school counselor,
and her own instincts.

Solving Sherlock Holmes
If you love deciphering, this book will challenge you
as you decode more than 200 mixed up quotes,
phrases, and facts from a vast array of men and
women. Reveal ageless wisdom from prominent
authors, activists, and actors to historic and pop
culture references, there is a puzzle for every topic.
Untangle cryptograms that use ROT13, Caesar shift,
and substitution ciphers. Includes answer key in the
back of the book. Spiral-bound 192 pages

The Code Book
Based on the science that shows that people middleaged or older who solve word games and brainteasers
have a significant cognitive advantage over those
who do not, 399 Games, Puzzles & Trivia Challenges
is the illustrated game book specifically created to
cross-train the brain. Here are 399 games to stretch,
challenge, and push the reader, all of which stimulate
the formation of neurons—literally, regrowing the
brain. Plus they’re not only good for you, but just plain
good—these games are fun. 399 Games, Puzzles &
Trivia is a lively mix of challenges, riddles, and
brainteasers—all vetted by a neuroscientist who
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specializes in aging brains and designed to work the
six key areas of cognitive function that are vulnerable
in normal aging: long-term memory, working memory,
executive functioning, attention to detail,
multitasking, and processing speed. The games are
arranged from easiest to most difficult and are
labeled according to which cognitive functions they
exercise so they can be mixed and matched into a
custom “workout.” In just 15 minutes a day, anyone
can improve his brain’s strength, flexibility, and longterm health.

Gravity Falls: Journal 3 Special Edition
Code-breakers, delight! These cryptograms offer lots
of opportunities to hone your solving skills and turn
seemingly random letters into fascinating quotes from
the witty and famous. Each page features three
puzzles (474 in total) and every one comes with a hint
to kick-start the process--for example, J represents G
in the following phrase: QFL HCVPS PX V ANSWLCEZK
NCJVS; PQ XQVCQX QFL BPSZQL RNZ JLQ ZT PS QFL
BNCSPSJ VSW WNLX SNQ XQNT ZSQPK RNZ JLQ QN
QFL NEEPGL.--CNHLCQ ECNXQ. ("The brain is a
wonderful organ; it starts the minute you get up in the
morning and does not stop until you get to the
office.”--Robert Frost) With quotes from writers,
artists, actors, and more, these cryptograms are fun!

Best of Cryptograms
The Black Book is Orhan Pamuk's tour de force, a
stunning tapestry of Middle Eastern and Islamic
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culture which confirmed his reputation as a writer of
international stature. Richly atmospheric and
Rabelaisian in scope, it is a labyrinthine novel
suffused with the sights, sounds and scents of
Istanbul, an unforgettable evocation of the city where
East meets West, and a boldly unconventional
mystery that plumbs the elusive nature of identity,
fiction, interpretation and reality.

Brain Games - Cryptogram Puzzles
Funny Cryptograms
Cryptograms are substitution codes: every letter in
the code is replaced by another. Some hints: Start
with the shortest words. Break down long words into
prefixes or suffixes. Look for words containing an
apostrophe. A chart gives you hints for three letters in
each puzzle. The more you solve, the better you get.

Tuesdays with Morrie
Test your wits with a cryptogram for every day of the
year! Start the year with this one: FXA SRZ YNJIJS UC
SRZ YZXYUT VOXEEZT AUHI RZXIS XTE TUHIJYR AUHI
YUHO. (MAY THE SPIRIT OF THE SEASON GLADDEN
YOUR HEART AND NOURISH YOUR SOUL). Solutions
are cleverly scattered to prevent easy cheating. 128
pages, 5 3/8 x 8 1/4.

Tiptop Crisscross Puzzles
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These 500 clever cryptograms are easy to read and
fun to solve! Cryptograms should challenge your
brain--not your eyesight! Fortunately, these 500 largeprint puzzles, which come straight from the world's
largest cryptogram website, Cryptograms.org, won't
leave you struggling to read the fine print. That
means everyone can enjoy solving memorable quotes
from noteworthy people past and present, such as
Mark Twain and John F. Kennedy.

Peter Pan
More than 400 brain-jogging puzzles offer a crash
course in cryptography, while the messages reward
you with the comedy of Jay Leno, Elayne Boosler, and
Jerry Seinfeld, as well as the wit and wisdom of Hillary
Clinton, Stephen King, and Edna St. Vincent Millay.
Solve each one on your own, or follow the tips for
faster results. There's also a chart of hints for each
puzzle.

Fish in a Tree
Part two of the literary sci-fi thriller follows a boy and
a girl who are caught in a warring town where
thoughts can be heard – and secrets are never safe.
Reaching the end of their flight in The Knife of Never
Letting Go, Todd and Viola did not find healing and
hope in Haven. They found instead their worst enemy,
Mayor Prentiss, waiting to welcome them to New
Prentisstown. There they are forced into separate
lives: Todd to prison, and Viola to a house of healing
where her wounds are treated. Soon Viola is swept
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into the ruthless activities of the Answer, while Todd
faces impossible choices when forced to join the
mayor’s oppressive new regime. In alternating
narratives the two struggle to reconcile their own
dubious actions with their deepest beliefs. Torn by
confusion and compromise, suspicion and betrayal,
can their trust in each other possibly survive?

Quotable Cryptograms
"A collection of 400 witty or humorous quotations
along with their authors' nameshave been enciphered
into simple substitution ciphers with retained word
divisions. Authors include Groucho Marx, Andy
Rooney, Bill Cosby, David Letterman, Bob Hope,
Emma Bombeck and many more.Excellent
andfun."--Cryptologia. If stuck, get help from special
clue sections. 128 pages, 5 3/8 x 8 1/4.

365 Celebrity Crypto-Quotes
A crisscross is a crossword with no clues-just a
diagram and a list of words. The challenge (and the
fun) is to figure out where those words fit in the
diagram. Now puzzle whiz Trip Payne has created a
tiptop collection of the best crisscrosses we've ever
seen. A lively compilation that's sure to delight fans of
this popular type of brainteaser.

399 Games, Puzzles & Trivia Challenges
Specially Designed to Keep Your Brain
Young.
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If you love cracking codes, you'll love Quotable
Cryptograms! Quotable Cryptograms contains 500
codes to crack, in the form of 500 cryptogram puzzles
featuring famous quotations on a variety of topics.
The cryptograms have been created from several
kinds of codes and ciphers, and they range in
difficulty from easy to hard. Quotable Cryptograms
includes explanations of the types of cryptograms
presented (and how to solve them) as well as puzzles,
hints, and an answer key.

Crypto-Lists
This large print cryptogram book has 300
cryptograms with hints and answers. The cryptograms
are made from humorous quotes about chocolate.
Great gift for chocolate lover!

Cryptogram-a-day Book
A New York Times Notable Book A Los Angeles Times
and Cleveland Plain Dealer Best Book of the Year
Winner of the PEN/E. O. Wilson Literary Science
Writing Award From the bestselling author of the
acclaimed Chaos and Genius comes a thoughtful and
provocative exploration of the big ideas of the
modern era: Information, communication, and
information theory. Acclaimed science writer James
Gleick presents an eye-opening vision of how our
relationship to information has transformed the very
nature of human consciousness. A fascinating
intellectual journey through the history of
communication and information, from the language of
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Africa's talking drums to the invention of written
alphabets; from the electronic transmission of code to
the origins of information theory, into the new
information age and the current deluge of news,
tweets, images, and blogs. Along the way, Gleick
profiles key innovators, including Charles Babbage,
Ada Lovelace, Samuel Morse, and Claude Shannon,
and reveals how our understanding of information is
transforming not only how we look at the world, but
how we live.

Cryptograms to Challenge Your Brain
The Most Fun Cryptogram Puzzle Book You'll Ever
Find! This classic Brain Game focuses on the most
famous quotes you've ever heard! It's a great game
for kids and adults! This volume is a must-have for
the puzzle-addict in your life. It's a perfect gift anyone
that wants to get smarter. Everyone will love this
particular volume. Large print, beautifully laid-out,
and answer sheets included! This cryptogram puzzle
comes in 8.5 x 11 white a beautiful matte finish.

Notable Quotable Cryptograms
Cryptograms are a great source of the aha! moment.
These crypto-lists up the fun and the challenge.
Rather than just figuring out a pithy quotation, solvers
have to decipher an entire list of encoded words,
phrases, titles, or names that fit a category like
Bathtime, Greek Gods, Headgear, and Weird Al
Yankovic Parodies. Fill in a few letters, and a pattern
emerges; everything clicks, and the message
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becomes clear. And, just to make things a little
harder, sometimes you have to come up with the
category, too!"

Cross Codes
Endorsed by the National Association for Visually
Handicapped (NAVH), this compendium of more than
700 cryptograms is accessible to puzzlers who love to
flex their mental muscles and challenge their codecracking abilities. Decode funny quips and clever
comments by favorite celebrities and historical
figures. Find out what Julia Roberts has to say about
nude scenes; how Harry Truman distinguished
between recession and depression; and get some
marital advice from Shirley Maclaine. By untangling
these mixed-up messages, you’ll uncover the wise,
witty, and wonderful things said by a wide array of
personalities, including Albert Einstein, Johnny Carson,
Henri Matisse, and Marilyn Monroe.

Hooked on Cryptograms
Play Cryprograms: Beginner cryptograms, easy
medium cryptograms, cryptogram families puzzle
books, simple cryptograms This Play Cryprograms
Book not simply will keep your brain sharp but
actually will provide you with a lot of moments of
great fun. A cryptogram is actually a substitution code
or cipher. Every letter in the real verse is replaced by
another letter. This Large Print Edition Play
Cryprograms Book is made up of words from popular
English proverbs and idioms from England and United
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States. Every cypher available is based on a single
proverb. About this Cryptogram Book 138 durable
blank white pages (69 sheets) Dimensions: 8.5" x 11"
(21,59 x 27,94 cm) Interior: Blank, High Quality White
Paper Page numbers Large Print Excellent binding
Cover Finish: Glossy 200 cryptogram puzzles Hints
included Solutions included Although the book
appears to be bound with a metal coil (spiral binding),
it is just a simple graphic effect. Use the Look Inside
feature (Amazon website users) or see the back cover
image (Mobile app users) to get a feel for the interior
of this cryptogram puzzle book. Exclusively created
by Cryptogram Genesis & shipped fast by Amazon.
Purchase your copy today, also gift one to a good
friend. Click Add to Cart to get your puzzle book NOW.

Math Puzzles and Brainteasers, Grades
3-5
"Fans of R.J. Palacio's Wonder will appreciate this feelgood story of friendship and unconventional smarts."
--Kirkus Reviews Ally has been smart enough to fool a
lot of smart people. Every time she lands in a new
school, she is able to hide her inability to read by
creating clever yet disruptive distractions. She is
afraid to ask for help; after all, how can you cure
dumb? However, her newest teacher Mr. Daniels sees
the bright, creative kid underneath the trouble maker.
With his help, Ally learns not to be so hard on herself
and that dyslexia is nothing to be ashamed of. As her
confidence grows, Ally feels free to be herself and the
world starts opening up with possibilities. She
discovers that there's a lot more to her--and to
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everyone--than a label, and that great minds don't
always think alike. The author of the beloved One for
the Murphys gives readers an emotionally-charged,
uplifting novel that will speak to anyone who's ever
thought there was something wrong with them
because they didn't fit in. This paperback edition
includes The Sketchbook of Impossible Things and
discussion questions. A New York Times Bestseller! *
"Unforgettable and uplifting."--School Library
Connection, starred review * "Offering hope to those
who struggle academically and demonstrating that a
disability does not equal stupidity, this is as unique as
its heroine."--Booklist, starred review * "Mullaly Hunt
again paints a nuanced portrayal of a sensitive, smart
girl struggling with circumstances beyond her
control." --School Library Journal, starred review

King Jesus
Puzzles perfected--fresh, fun, and easy-to-read
cryptograms. Get ready to give your brain a real
workout as you solve more than 400 cryptoquotes (a
specific type of cryptogram--coded quotes) from
famous figures the world over. This is the ultimate
collection for new and experienced cryptographers,
filled with large-print puzzles that are easy on the
eyes and give you plenty of space to work. All created
using Caesar ciphers--an encryption method based on
letter replacement--these cunning cryptograms will
really stretch your deductive abilities, providing a fun
way to sharpen your mind and memory at the same
time. What are you waiting for? Get solving! Best of
Cryptograms includes: 450 brain-teasing
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cryptograms--Puzzle your way through hours of
engaging cryptograms that will test your critical
thinking skills. Exciting themes--Interested in US
history? Sports? Movies? Choose from 8 distinct
categories, each with dozens of cryptograms to solve.
Unforgettable quotes--Decode humorous, thoughtful,
and thought-provoking quotes from Ronald Reagan,
Rosa Parks, Hank Aaron, Queen Victoria, Indira
Gandhi, and more. Put your skills to the test
deciphering tons of craftily concealed quotes in Best
of Cryptograms.

Humorous Cryptograms
Provides a review of cryptography, its evolution over
time, and its purpose throughout history from the era
of Julius Caesar to the modern day.

The Black Book
Enjoy strings of code straight from Cryptograms.org,
the world’s largest website dedicated to the art of
solving cryptograms. Each puzzle includes the
average solving time it took website users to finish, so
cryptogrammers everywhere can see exactly how
they measure up. All the cryptograms feature
memorable quotes by some of the most famous,
articulate people in the world, past and present, like
Mark Twain and John F. Kennedy. So get your pencils
ready, start cracking the codes, and find out who said
this: "Only those who have the patience to do simple
things perfectly will acquire the skill to do difficult
things easily.”
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Codebreaking
“I've put in so many enigmas and puzzles that it will
keep the professors busy for centuries.” James Joyce
said that about his Ulysses, but it's true for this fun
collection, too! Filled with more than 350 encoded,
witty quotes from some rather famous folks, Hooked
on Cryptograms will have solvers addicted. Decipher
the code to get treats from Woody Allen, George
Burns, Groucho Marx, Mark Twain, Stephen Colbert,
and more.

The Book of Lies
What do you get when you mix a crossword and a
cryptogram? Cross Codes, of course! These super
puzzles have grids that look like a crossword but with
small numbers from 1 to 26 in every square. Those
numbers are your starting point: you’re told what
letters a few of them represent. Using logic and
knowledge of word patterns, solvers will begin to
meticulously crack the code, figuring out which letter
goes with what number, and filling in the grid with
everyday words. Keep in mind that each puzzle uses
every single letter in the alphabet. But beware: no
proper nouns, abbreviations, or foreign words
allowed!

Cryptograms on the Flip Side
The Information
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'The best book on codebreaking I have read', SIR
DERMOT TURING 'Brings back the joy I felt when I first
read about these things as a kid', PHIL ZIMMERMANN
'This is THE book about codebreaking. Very concise,
very inclusive and easy to read', ED SCHEIDT
'Riveting', MIKE GODWIN 'Approachable and
compelling', GLEN MIRANKER This practical guide to
breaking codes and solving cryptograms by two world
experts, Elonka Dunin and Klaus Schmeh, describes
the most common encryption techniques along with
methods to detect and break them. It fills a gap left
by outdated or very basic-level books. This guide also
covers many unsolved messages. The Zodiac Killer
sent four encrypted messages to the police. One was
solved; the other three were not. Beatrix Potter's
diary and the Voynich Manuscript were both
encrypted - to date, only one of the two has been
deciphered. The breaking of the so-called Zimmerman
Telegram during the First World War changed the
course of history. Several encrypted wartime military
messages remain unsolved to this day. Tens of
thousands of other encrypted messages, ranging from
simple notes created by children to encrypted
postcards and diaries in people's attics, are known to
exist. Breaking these cryptograms fascinates people
all over the world, and often gives people insight into
the lives of their ancestors. Geocachers, computer
gamers and puzzle fans also require codebreaking
skills. This is a book both for the growing number of
enthusiasts obsessed with real-world mysteries, and
also fans of more challenging puzzle books. Many
people are obsessed with trying to solve famous
crypto mysteries, including members of the Kryptos
community (led by Elonka Dunin) trying to solve a
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decades-old cryptogram on a sculpture at the centre
of CIA Headquarters; readers of the novels of Dan
Brown as well as Elonka Dunin's The Mammoth Book
of Secret Code Puzzles (UK)/The Mammoth Book of
Secret Codes and Cryptograms (US); historians who
regularly encounter encrypted documents; perplexed
family members who discover an encrypted postcard
or diary in an ancestor's effects; law-enforcement
agents who are confronted by encrypted messages,
which also happens more often than might be
supposed; members of the American Cryptogram
Association (ACA); geocachers (many caches involve
a crypto puzzle); puzzle fans; and computer gamers
(many games feature encryption puzzles). The book's
focus is very much on breaking pencil-and-paper, or
manual, encryption methods. Its focus is also largely
on historical encryption. Although manual encryption
has lost much of its importance due to computer
technology, many people are still interested in
deciphering messages of this kind.

Hush, Hush
Highlights achievements of Bell Labs as a leading
innovator, exploring the role of its highly educated
employees in developing new technologies while
considering the qualities of companies where
innovation and development are most successful.

Cryptogram a Day for Over a Year
Number puzzles, spatial/visual puzzles, cryptograms,
Sudoku, Kokuro, logic puzzles, and word games like
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Frame Games are all a great way to teach math and
problem-solving skills to elementary and middle
school students. In these two new collections, puzzle
master Terry Stickels provides puzzles and brain
games that range from simple to challenging and are
organized by grade level and National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) content areas. Each
book offers over 300 brain games that will help
students learn core math concepts and develop
critical thinking skills. The books include a wide range
of puzzle types and cover a variety of math topics,
from fractions and geometry to probability and
algebra.

The Great Book of Cryptograms
The eternally youthful Peter Pan encounters Wendy
and her brothers, who decide to join him in Neverland
and never grow old. Their plans do not reckon with
either the sinister Captain Hook or the unsuspected
dark side of perpetual childhood. Peter Pan’s story
began as a play in 1904 and met with immediate
success. The author converted it into a novel in 1911
to similar acclaim. His story has appeared on stage,
television, live action film and animated cartoon.
Peter’s adventures with Wendy take place in a
glorious world of imagination, where fairies and Wild
Boys are boon companions in swashbuckling conflict
with wild beasts and pirates. But in Peter and Wendy
we can see another conflict, that between the love of
family and responsibility of the adult world and the
carefree, impulsive freedom of childhood. This is truly
a tale to be appreciated equally, yet differently, by
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both children and grown-ups. This dual appeal, and
the lasting, fundamental charisma of Peter himself,
have made Peter Pan both enjoyable and relevant for
each new generation. With an eye-catching new
cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this
edition of Peter Pan is both modern and readable.

Cryptograms: 269 Entertaining and
Enlightening Cryptoquote Puzzles
Since their first appearance in 1887, Detective
Sherlock Holmes, and his trusty companion, Doctor
John Watson, have fascinated readers for well over a
century, and continue to be two of the most popular
detective characters of all time. Who, then, could be
better companions to accompany readers in this threepart puzzle adventure? With 144 different puzzles,
including cryptograms, crosswords, ciphers, and many
more, inspired by six classic Sherlock Holmes short
stories, modern puzzle-solvers and Sherlock fans can
search for hidden clues, navigate around different
countrysides using tear-out maps for each chapter,
and—most importantly—exercise their sharp intellect
and keen perception skills, like Sherlock would, to
solve each chapter’s adventure. Each illustrated
chapter contains a tear-out map to guide readers
through each story adventure and puzzles. Hours of
fun and entertainment are awaiting inside, so stop
reading and start playing!
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